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our salomon shoes hiking products, which are perfectly coordinated with each other, we want to
enable our customers to have the best time they have ever had in the snow,� explains
Salomon ski expert Johannes Schumann. From beginners to experts, from piste enthusiasts to
ground lovers: The new collection fulfills all the wishes of skiers who feel just as comfortable on
piste as they do off piste, but don�t want to have to pick a side when it comes to equipment. 
<br/> <br/>The new products are suitable for both prepared pistes as well inconsistent slopes
and short sections in the deep snow. Versatile and adaptable up to the smallest detail! <br/>
<br/>As an all-round supplier, salomon shoes xa pro 3d kits out skiers from head to toe for
every single ski day of the year � something unique in the market. �Our product designers are
able to fall back on Salomon�s many years of expertise when it comes to the perfect fit in the
areas of ski boots, helmets, and glasses,� says Schumann.  <br/> <br/>Using innovative
materials and technologies, the team utilizes know-how from all product areas. Therefore, the
new products have a greater affinity to the consumer than anything else, as the salomon shoes
speedcross 4 Community is directly involved in the development. <br/>Skiers know what they
want: salomon shoes sale gear that is adaptable and versatile. But where do they actually get
that? With the new All-Mountain Frontside Collection, complete outfitter Salomon, really fulfills
this aspiration: to perfectly kit skiers out from head to toe for every ski day. Whether prepared
pistes, inconsistent slopes, or powder snow � the All-Mountain Collection equips the skier for all
conditions.  <br/> <br/>Passionate skiers want one thing more than anything else: to have fun
doing their favorite salomon shoes womens winter sport. To run smoothly, skiing needs not only
enough snow but also the appropriate equipment. Versatile, adaptable, functional, and cool:
True to its brand motto �Time to play,� Salomon presents its new All-Mountain Frontside
Collection � �with the aspiration to really live up to the name �All-Mountain� ,� as Johannes
Schumann, Territory Commercial Manager Salomon Winter Sports Equipment,
explains.</font><br/><font
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